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(c) Joann Biondi Lorenzo the Cat  "Americana Cat" 

Lorenzo the Cat is just an ordinary, everyday type cat that loves the camera and to wear clothes. 

Lorenzo started out his life being born and tossed into a garbage can only a few weeks old. 

Joann Biondi, a Miami-based journalist and author, adopted Lorenzo when he was just a month 

old. “He did not meow or even purr,” said Joann, but seemed to love staring at Joann’s face. He 

knew he was at home and knew he was loved by this new pet parent of his. Lorenzo, a Maine 

Coon mix, turned out to be just like every other kitten. He played and chased your ankles as you 

passed by. He is the only pet in the house so he found amusement in chasing Joann around. On 

more than one occasion, Lorenzo would raid the laundry hamper and come out dragging clothes 

around the house. Joann decided to play a joke on him by putting a tank top on him to wear. He 

loved it! The joke was on her. 

This was the start of Lorenzo wearing clothes. Joann thought it was cute and began taking 

pictures of him in different clothes and at different locations. She then posted them on MySpace. 

People from all over the world saw these pictures and could not believe that Lorenzo just wore 

them and let her take the pictures. People thought she had to tranquilize him to keep him still. 

This is when Joann realized that Lorenzo was a special cat to allow her to put him in clothes and 

actually sit where needed to have his picture taken. She takes him to various places for a great 
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backdrop for the pictures and he actually walks on a leash to get there. This cat thinks he is a 

dog. 

  

 

(c) Joann Biondi Lorenzo the Cat         "Still Life with Cat" 

Lorenzo’s day is just as a typical cat. He chases lizards, naps in the sun, and plays with his cat 

nip toys. Since Lorenzo lives in an apartment and is an inside cat, Joann puts him on a leash to 

walk him around to get some exercise. Joann tales him to quiet parks so he can play in the dirt 

and flowers. Here he can strut around and feel like he is a wild cat. Typical days do not include 

clothes, but when it is a photo shoot day the bag of clothes comes out. Then he gets a car ride to 

a good spot, dressed and ready to pose. Lorenzo will just stand there, lay there or sit for his 

pictures unless there are distractions. Can you imagine seeing a cat wearing clothes at a park 

and not going up to see him? Of course not, as Joann always gets the question “Is that a cat?” 

Lorenzo the Cat has his own website and is on Facebook, MySpace, Twitter and he even has a 

video on YouTube. Joann and Lorenzo connect with people from all over. For him it’s a way to 

get out of the house and see the world. For Joann it is a way to show off her beautiful cat that 

started out his life in such a bad way. She loves to hear people’s stories and what they have to 

say about Lorenzo, some really touch her heart. This is Joann’s way to show people that animals 

do have a soul and they do feel. “I think Lorenzo is an excellent example of that – you can just 

see his little animal spirit shinning through in those images,” said Joann Biondi. Joann just loves 

to hear that Lorenzo’s pictures have put a smile on someone’s face.  

  

http://www.lorenzothecat.com/index.html


 

(c) Joann Biondi Lorenzo the Cat    "Harbor Master" 

It’s not all about the pictures and smiles, Lorenzo the Cat pictures have made their way to help in 

the Miami areas. Joann took two framed prints and donated one each to no-kill shelters in Miami 

and Boca-Raton, with the proceeds going to the shelters. “One print, the Rasta Cat, was donated 

for a major photography auction called Eyes and Hearts of Haiti, which raised money for a 

pediatric hospital in Port-au-Prince after the quake. Over 100 acclaimed photographers 

contributed to that auction, including four Pulitzer Prize winners. Eventually, I would love to be 

able to do more for no-kill shelters and other animal advocacy groups,” said Joann. In October, 

the Cornell Museum of Art and American Culture in Delray Beach, FL will be hosting an exhibit of 

Lorenzo the Cat photos. What an accomplishment – going from trash one day to a beloved friend 

that loves his picture taken. His motto “I like to wear clothes. And what…you don’t?” 

  

Check out his great video  on YouTube. 

  

  

 

http://www.youtube.com/user/LorenzoTheCatVideos

